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Chapter: 3047

Everyone gathered together: “Where are Ye Junlin’s resources hidden?”

“I don’t think so, Ye Junlin actually hid the resources in the lair of the

king of evil gu…”

As soon as the Hall Master of the Bloody Hand Palace finished

speaking, everyone’s voices rang out.

All are surprised.

So many of them are looking everywhere these days.

But just ignore this place.

Where is the mountain in the ten directions in Miaojiang, it has long

been destroyed by the strongest evil gu, and no one will go there at all.

Ye Junlin hid resources in this place, and it was really hard for others to

find them.

If you let them find it by themselves, they won’t be able to find it.

Ye Junlin is a great place to hide resources.

The leader of the Black Sky Alliance asked, “How did you know this

information?”

The Palace Master of the Bloody Hand said with a smile, “The

mountain man has his own plan!”

“It was revealed by someone from the Tenjin Division, right?”

The leader of the Black Sky Alliance laughed.

“Hahaha……”

The Palace Master of the Blood Hand Palace all laughed.

The only one who can know where Ye Junlin is now is Tianshensi.

It must be that the Palace Master of the Bloody Hand is in contact with

some people in the Department of Gods.

Thus concluded the transaction.

“Of course, it’s not that easy! We have to pay! After all, it’s too early to

be profitable! Besides, Ye Junlin has so many resources, who doesn’t

want to take a bite?”

The Hall Master of the Bloody Hand Palace continued.

“How to say?”

All the leaders looked at him.

“First, he provided us with information…”

Everyone nodded: “We understand this! But is there a reason?”

“Second, he will take away all the Tianshen guards related to Ye Junlin.

When we deal with Ye Junlin, the Tianshen guards will not appear!”

As soon as the Lord of the Bloody Hand Palace said this, everyone was

excited.

One thing they have to deal with Ye Junlin’s worries is that the gods

like Qinglong will help them, and they will be very uncomfortable at

that time.

Everyone is trying to figure out how to prevent them from taking

action.

Now it seems that this problem is easily solved.

“This is a good thing, and it’s a lot of credit! He must be divided…”

Everyone said in succession.

“He wants one-tenth of all resources!”

The Palace Master of the Bloody Hand said.

Everyone immediately fell silent.

A little hesitant.

One tenth is too much.

“Okay, I can only promise! After all, Tianshenwei can take it away!

Only we can succeed!”

The leader of the Black Sky Alliance gritted his teeth and agreed.

“Well, I promise!”

…

The others agreed.

Everyone knows what the current resources mean.

Even the gods of the Heavenly God Division are greedy and want to

take a bite.

But even if they have thieves in this regard, because of their identity,

they cannot openly take action against Ye Junlin.

This is the only way to get a piece of the pie.

They are not for Daxia, nor for the gods, but for themselves.

After all, everyone now knows that the gods can actually be stronger,

which is not the point.

But if the gods want to be strong, they must need massive resources.

More than anyone else needs…

Now Ye Junlin’s resources are actually envied by many people.

“Hahaha… I thought the group of Tianshensi were extremely noble,

all for the sake of Da Xia and others. I didn’t expect to be the same as

us? All of them are virtuous gentlemen!”

“On the surface, everyone is serious, but in fact, they are even darker

than us.”

“It’s too bad. If you reveal the information, you have to send people

away! Hahaha…”

“Who wouldn’t be jealous when you see so many resources! It’s normal

for people in the Tenshen Division to have such a thief! I just don’t

know who it is…”

…

Everyone said, their eyes turned to the Palace Master of the Bloody

Hand Palace.

“Don’t ask who it is, this matter is kept secret! I won’t let you know!”

“But some people should have guessed who it is…you know it…”

“Next, everyone is ready to attack Ye Junlin…”
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